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Summary   of   the   Week:  

  Holy   moley,   this   week   in   science   went   by   really   fast!   Over   the   course   of   this   last   week,   I  
was   not   in   science   class   much,   but   when   I   was,   I   learned  
a   lot   and   most   importantly,   had   fun   doing   it!   This   week,  
we   started   a   new   unit   on   contact   and   non-contact   forces.  
We   experimented   and   took   a   lot   of   notes.   Overall,   I  
learned   a   lot   in   Mrs.   Caruso’s   class   and   I   had   a   lot   of   fun  
doing   it!  
 
 

Tuesday:   
On   Tuesday,   we   started   off   our   new   unit   on   contact   and   non-contact   forces   with   an  

informative   Nearpod   lesson.   While   enduring   this  
lesson,   Mrs.   Caruso   explained   how   we   could  
recognize   these   forces   and   why   they   affect   our  
everyday   lives.   While   soaking   up   all   this   information,  
we   were   all   required   to   take   notes   on   what   we   had  
learned   about   these   particular   forces,   sometimes   we  
even   had   to   write   down   the   entire   contents   of   the  
slide!?  

 
 

 
Wednesday:  

  I   was   not   in   class   due   to   Band.   
 
 
 
                            Thursday:   
I   was   not   in   class   due   to   a   doctor’s   appointment.  



 
 
 

Friday:  
On   Friday,   our   class   had   a   fiercely   competitive   competition   on   who   could   stack  

the   most   paperclip   on   an   electromagnet   that   we   would   have   to   make   out   of   a   bolt,   some  
wire,   batteries,   and   tape.   With   this   competition,  
Mrs.   Caruso   taught   us   about   contact   and  
non-contact   forces.   For   example,   we   learned   that  
magnetism   is   a   non-contact   force   because   they  
can   repel   and   attract   objects   without   actually  
touching   them.   In   this   competition,   we   had   to   work  
as   a   group   to   build   the   most   effective  
electromagnet   that   could   
hold   the   most   paper   clips.   This   activity   was   so  
fun!   At   the   end   of   our   class,   at   11:32,   everyone  
had   a   smile   on   their   faces!  

 
Article   Title:    A   Quicker   Cure?  
 
Article   Description:   With   the   recent   out-break   of   the   Coronavirus,   scientists   are   making  
the   vaccination   process   quicker.  
 
Article   Link:    Read   This   Week's   Issue   of    Science   News!  

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/new-coronavirus-vaccine-development-process-accelerating
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/new-coronavirus-vaccine-development-process-accelerating

